With the wide use of molecular data for reconstructing evolutionary relationships, increasingly broad-scale phylogenetic trees have become available in which patterns of cladogenesis can be profitably explored (Nee et al., 1992 (Nee et al., , 1994 Harvey et al., 1996; Pagel, 1999) . One important question is whether rates of cladogenesis are heritable among lineages, i.e., whether daughter lineages tend to resemble their ancestors in rates of speciation and/or extinction. Fossil evidence (reviewed by Valentine, 1985) and studies of the correlates of speciation (e.g., Mitter A simple, complementary, and more direct phylogenetic test of local heritability in net cladogenesis, which can be applied on a node-by-node basis, is to examine whether the shorter of two branches descended from a single common ancestor tends in turn to lead to shorter descendent branches (Harvey et al., 1991) . If branch lengths are proportional to time, such shorter branches indicate higher underlying rates of net cladogenesis. If branch lengths measure the amount of evolution (rate of change x time), such shorter branches indicate that lineages inherit evolutionary rates. This approach has appeal precisely because it considers nodes one by one, asking whether the phenomenon of autocorrelated branch lengths persists throughout a tree. A decade ago, Harvey et al. (1991) (Harvey et al., 1991) . In this example, branch length is proportional to time, and the parent branch p, split before pi and so is the shorter branch. If this is the case for any heritable reason, we expect the daughter dp4 to also split before dP1.
for birds: 40 of 68 comparisons from Sibley and Ahlquist's (1990) phylogenetic tree had the shortest of two parent branches leading to the shortest daughter branch (see Fig. 1 ). We examined whether this pattern can be generalized by analyzing several of the largest available DNA sequence-based phylogenetic trees representing organisms as diverse as insects, plants, bacteria, and fungi.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Phylogenetic Trees
We examined six phylogenetic trees, chosen because they are to our knowledge the largest published molecular trees in terms of both taxon number and taxonomic diversity encompassed. First, we used the largest pubwished molecular phylogenetic tree of flowering plants (angiosperms), including >75% of all families and based on a combined analysis of the plastid atpB-rbcL exons and 18S nuclear ribosomal DNA (rDNA) (Soltis et al., 1999 (Soltis et al., , 2000 . Second, we used the phylogenetic tree of monocots based on combined analysis of the same set of genes and including all but one family (Chase et al., 2000) . Third, we included a rbcL-based phylogenetic tree for the Orchidaceae, the largest angiosperm family, including nearly all tribes and subtribes (Cameron et al., 1999). The second and third trees are nested within the first, but there is little overlap of the orchid tree with the monocot tree (only three species in common) and only moderate overlap of monocot and angiosperm trees (the former with 40% more monocot taxa than the latter). Fourth, we used the largest phylogenetic tree available for fungi, including most families within Agaricales (gilled mushrooms and their allies) and based on analyses of the nucleusencoded large subunit RNA gene (Moncalvo et al., 2000) . Finally, we included broadscale phylogenetic trees based on 18S rDNA for "bacteria" (Barns et al., 1996) Branch lengths may not be proportional to divergence times throughout the tree because of DNA rate heterogeneity among lineages. We assessed rate heterogeneity with likelihood ratio tests following Felsenstein (1981). A global clocklike rate of change was rejected for all trees (P < 0.001, data not shown). We therefore made the trees ultrametric using the nonparametric rate smoothing method (NPRS; Sanderson, 1997 
Pattern in Branch Lengths
We assembled sets of paired parent (pi, ps; Fig. 1 ) and daughter (dpi, dp,) branches from each phylogeny following Harvey et al.
(1991), and we considered only the shorter of the two branches emanating from each parent branch (e.g., dpI and not the unmarked branch from pi; Fig. 1 ). This approach allowed us to include nodes where fewer than four daughter branches split, increasing our sample size substantially. Because the trees are not complete, the longer daughter branch emanating from a parent often does not split at all and terminates in the present; these branches were excluded from the analyses. The assumption is that taxon sampling has not been biased with respect to our null hypothesis. Because shorter daughter branches that lead to terminal taxa also cannot be used (they are truncated at the present and so do not measure time to splitting), the number of comparisons is substantially lower than tree size would suggest (Tables 2, 3) .
Uneven taxon sampling can obscure or even bias the results (Harvey et al., 1991) . Most of our comparisons within trees were made at high taxonomic level (above family level for bacteria, angiosperms, monocots, and insects and above subtribe level for orchids and fungi) before missing taxa become a problem, and such sampling mitigates against bias due to incomplete sampling.
For each tree, every node that satisfied the above conditions (see also Fig. 1) can be considered an independent data point. For each node, we recorded the lengths of the branches denoted ps, p1, dps, and dpl in Figure 1 . Besides recording the number of times the shorter parent branch gave rise to the shortest daughter branch (dps < dp1), we performed three different (and complementary) statistical tests of the short-short association: Wilcoxon paired-sample tests, comparisons to short-short fractions for simulated Yule trees, and a randomization test based on reshuffling parent-daughter associations.
Wilcoxon tests.--Our simplest test of branch length heritability was a one-tailed Wilcoxon paired-sample test, with paired dP1 and dps values for each node (Fig. 1) are expected to range from exponential under the simplest Yule process to various forms of the gamma with extinction, the Wilcoxon paired-sample test requires only that the distribution of differences be symmetric about the median (Zar, 1999) . Logarithmic transformation of dPS and dP1 produced such distributions. Simulations.-We also converted each nodal comparison to a P value based on the expectation from simulated phylogenetic trees in which diversification rates were constant across lineages. This test was useful because there is a bias for dpl < dps for trees of less than infinite size, contrary to our alternative hypothesis of heritable rates (Harvey et al., 1991) . At any given node, both dPS and dpl are constrained to be shorter than total tree length above the node (viz. toward the tips). The constraint is stronger for dp1 
of occurrence when the shortest of two parent branches gives rise to the shortest of the four daughter branches (shortshort) versus occurrences where this is not the case (short-long).
cFisher's combined x2, df = 2 x number of comparisons, based on 1,000 Yule trees having 24 tips or 100 tips.
because it originates nearer the present. This constraint is attenuated as dps and dpl become smaller proportions of the total tree length, which is strongly correlated with the number of splits above the node. To account for this bias, we adopted a simple strategy for simulation. For each of 1,000 Yule trees of size 24 or 100 (Yule, 1924 ; constructed with equal and constant rates of cladogenesis per lineage following Heard, 1996), we recorded dpi -dps at the root node (expressed as a fraction of ps + p, + dpS + dp1 because branch lengths from simulated and sample trees are on different scales). For each node, the fraction of the 1,000 simulated trees with (dP1 -dPS) at the root exceeding that in the real node is a P value for a test against the Yule expectation. We combined these individual P values across nodes within a tree using Fisher's combined probability test (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995). We used simulated trees of size 24 or 100 because these sizes are typical for the clades arising from our focal nodes; the use of larger simulated trees would not appreciably change our results. Randomizations.-Our final test for branch length heritability was performed on all trees using a randomization technique. The ratio of the difference in branch lengths between parent and daughter branches was calculated at each node using the following equation: H = 1 -[( -s)/ I], where I is the longer branch (whether it is the parent or the daughter) and s is the shorter branch. Every parent branch gives rise to two daughter branches and so was used twice. H was summed for all nodes in the tree to give a measure of branch length heritability. Although double counting of parents in ratios with both daughters means observations are not fully independent, we are comparing our summed result with simulated data measured in the same way. Terminal branches were excluded from the analyses for the same reason given above: they offer no information on times of split. A randomization procedure was then performed to assess whether observed XH was larger than expected by chance. A null distribution of XH was generated by randomly pairing each parent with any daughter and calculating XH from the new set of parentdaughter pairs. The probability that XH obtained from the real tree was different from that of the null model was obtained using a one-tailed distribution based on 1,000 such randomizations. If branch length is heritable, the differences in length between parent and daughter branches in the real trees should be small compared with the distribution of differences for the randomized set of parentdaughter pairs, and observed XH should be large relative to the randomization.
RESULTS
Results from trees made ultrametric after either NPRS or by enforcing a molecular clock are presented in Table 2 ; results from nonultrametric trees are presented in Table 3 (MP and ML). For most data sets and tree estimation procedures, shorter branches most often gave rise to shorter daughters. In only 2 of 17 comparisons was the opposite pattern observed (Table 2) : ML+NPRS in bacteria and in orchids (but after enforcing a clock the most commonly observed pattern was restored). In one further case (ML+clock in fungi), shorter branches gave rise to shorter daughters exactly half the time (Table 2) . If we combined across trees, the pattern for heritable cladogenesis was strong regardless of the means of analysis (see Table 2 ; over all nodes short-short:shortlong, MP+NPRS = 129:58; ML+NPRS = 110:73; ML+clock = 36:14). Significance for some trees was, however, difficult to assess. The pattern was strongest for the angiosperm and monocot trees using Wilcoxon tests and simulations; these taxa are also the largest both in number of terminals and in number of characters (2,928 and 2,221 variable sites vs. 508-1,264 for the other trees). However, randomizations suggested that bacteria and fungi possess at least as strong a signal (Table 2) . Patterns were generally stronger in MP trees than in ML trees and when trees were made ultrametric by rate smoothing rather than when enforcing molecular clocks. Tests based on comparisons with simulated Yule trees gave similar results ( Table 2) . As expected, decreasing the number of terminals for the simulations from 100 to 24 increased the signal, and again combining observations across all trees produced a highly significant result regardless of tree estimation method (P < 0.001).
DISCUSSION
Patterns Across Trees and Reconstruction
Methods The simplest pattern (the preponderance of shorter daughters from shorter parental branches) is also the clearest. As might be expected on statistical grounds, the largest data sets gave the strongest signal. Our largest data sets all consisted of plants, and plants may behave differently from other taxa with regard to net cladogenesis. The impetus for this study was the suggestion of a pattern in a large (albeit potentially biased) DNA-DNA hybridization tree for birds, suggesting that the pattern may have some generality; clearly, more work is needed.
The short-short correlation reported here is also at least superficially consistent with heritability of substitution rates rather than cladogenesis. However, correction of branch lengths using rate smoothing or enforcing molecular clocks generally improved our ability to detect patterns in branch length heritability (compare Tables 2 and 3 ). The use of NPRS to produce ultrametric trees assumes autocorrelation of substitution rates. If parent lineages differ in heritable rates of substitution, NPRS should stretch short branches (both parent and daughter) and shorten long ones and so should not bias observations in favor of heritability. We do not know if there are other biases in the NPRS (or ML+clock) algorithm with respect to our observations, but our test considers only two consecutive splits at each focal node, so only very local clocks are required in any case. The strongest overall result was with MP branch lengths. Although uncorrected MP branch lengths will underestimate the longest branches most, it is not clear that this underestimation would bias our observations. The simple randomization test we used may turn out to be a powerful complement to topology-based tests of tree shape. Topology-based tests are hampered by the fact that arbitrary resolutions of polytomies, and poorly supported trees more generally, usually lead to increased imbalance (Guyer and Slowinski, 1991; Mooers et al., 1995; Heard and Mooers, 1996; Huelsenbeck and Kirkpatrick, 1996) . However, such resolutions are likely to make branch-length tests conservative if clocks are not enforced, because parent-daughter branch lengths should be assigned arbitrarily. Also, using branch lengths to measure cladogenesis heritability should be independent of the taxonomic rank of the terminal taxa (see Purvis and Agapow, 2002 
[this issue]).
Our demonstration of local heritablity in net cladogenesis is all the more compelling given that comparisons such as ours have an inherent bias toward the opposite pattern (shorter branches having longer daughters; Harvey et al., 1991) because trees are constrained to terminate at the present. We corrected for this bias by comparing our observed nodes with Yule trees with 24 and 100 tips. Ideally, one would like to make each nodal comparison with simulated trees of exactly equal size; such a procedure would give a more powerful test for nodes involving <24 descendent species. However, incomplete taxonomic sampling in our six molecular phylogenetic trees made constructing tailor-made null tree distributions cumbersome. We chose to use 24-tip and 100-tip simulated trees because doing so is conservative; most nodes used define subclades with 5-70 sampled species. Further, because of extinction, branch lengths from the six trees are not expected to be drawn from a pure Yule distribution (Yule, 1924) , but estimating actual rates of speciation and extinction on incomplete trees is difficult (for one avenue, see Pybus and Harvey, 2000) . Incomplete sampling in the trees we used might give rise to a further bias because oversampled clades will tend to have shorter branches than will undersampled clades. As a result, if one of a parent's two daughter clades were better sampled than the other, both the shortest parent and shortest daughter branches would likely occur in the oversampled clade. Because we made our comparisons across many individual nodes, however, such sampling problems would have to be extremely widespread to give rise to our results. , 2000) , as is the apparent heritability of species' geographic ranges (a trait associated with species duration for molluscs; Jablonski, 1987). Colonization of new areas and subsequent radiations in all available niches may also leave similar-signatures in phylogenetic trees, e.g., in the hypothetical case of an archipelago with repetitive waves of speciation on islands.
Biological Issues
Second, rates of cladogenesis may depend on traits that are heritable through speciation events. There is a rich literature concerning traits that directly affect speciation rates (e.g., Heard and Hauser, 1995). For instance, clades of monoecious plants have higher rates of net cladogenesis than do their dioecious sister clades (Heilbuth, 2000), and monoecious ancestors will tend to have monoecious descendents. Such traits may even involve molecular details of DNA replication and repair. At least in plants, higher rates of neutral mutations are correlated with an increased rate of morphological change and with more species-rich clades (Barraclough et al., 1996; Savolainen and Goudet, 1998; Barraclough and Savolainen, 2001 ). This phenomenon would make speciating lineages have longer branches than expected when measured in units of molecular change, making our conclusions conservative with respect to this phenomenon. Heritable factors that might increase the mutation rate, and in turn the rate of cladogenesis, include deficiency in DNA repair systems or higher exposure to ultraviolet radiation (perhaps habitat related).
Our results help establish that persistent differences among lineages in rates of cladogenesis could arise because those rates are heritable at the level of ancestors to descendent taxa. We hope the results reported here spur further and more refined analyses of branch length patterns, complementing what is becoming a rich literature on topological patterns. Illuminating both particular and general causes for nonrandom diversification is a major goal in evolutionary studies (Purvis, 1996 
